How Rankings, Weekly Prize
Winners and the Grand Prize
Winner are determined
Leaderboard
Each Monday, the Great 8 Challenge Leaderboard will be updated
with Region rankings, Top 3 Councils per Region, Pictures of the
week for each Region and Section Survival Master voting options.
Regions
The country is roughly divided into three regions for the purposes
of the Great 8 Challenge:
The Western Region includes the following Councils:
Fraser Valley, Pacific Coast, Cascadia, Chinook, Northern Lights
and Saskatchewan
The Central Region includes the following Councils:
Battlefields, Central Escarpment, Greater Toronto, Manitoba,
Northern Ontario, Shining Waters and Tri-Shores
The Eastern Region includes the following Councils:
Quebec, Voyageur, New Brunswick, Newfoundland & Labrador,
Nova Scotia, PEI and White Pine.
Weekly rankings of the three Regions will be based on the number
of groups within that Region participating each week.
No weekly prizes are awarded for Regions. Bragging rights only.
Top Councils per Region
The Top 3 Councils per Region will be determined by the number
of youth participating within that Council.
Again—no prizes for Top Councils, just glory.
Picture of the Week—Each Region
A randomly selected photo from submitted photos for that week
which demonstrates the fun adventures youth are having as they
take on each challenge.
No prizes are awarded for Pictures of the week, only fame.
Weekly Survival Master—Voting and Weekly Prizes!
At the conclusion of each week, one group within each Section
(Beavers, Cubs, Sr. Sections and Virtual) will be randomly selected
to determine their Survival Master Skills for that week’s challenge.
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A picture of each group (from submissions) will be added to the
Leaderboard on the Monday following the completed week.
Scouts and Scouters will use the link on the Leaderboard to vote for
which one of the four sections will win the weekly prize and be that
week’s “Survival Master”! Links to vote will also be on the Scouts
Canada Facebook page.
Voting is only open for two days (Mondays and Tuesdays each week)
and the winner will be announced on Wednesdays. For example,
Week 1 winner will be announced the Wednesday of Week 2.
Prizes will be shipped to the Scouter contact for the winning section
at the conclusion of the Great 8 Challenge.
Top Prize—Virtual Section Meet-n-Greet with Les Stroud
Each week, Sections will submit their participation in the Great 8
Challenge via the online form. Each submission will be added to the
Top Prize draw at the conclusion of the Great 8 Challenge.
Sections must submit a minimum of 6 online submission forms
(6 out of a possible 8 weeks) in order to be entered into the draw.
For the final draw, an individual Section will have a minimum of
6 entries, up to a maximum of 8 entries. On June 17 a winner from
all qualified entries will be randomly selected as the Top Prize
winner. The winning Section will win a virtual Meet-n-Greet with
Les Stroud (Meet-n-Greet date TBD.).
What are the weekly prizes?
Well, besides bragging rights and overall fame and glory for that
week, weekly prizes will include great Scout Shop swag, like multitools, LED flashlights, plush toys, whistles and more!
Wait! What about the ghost crest?
Part of the goal of the Great 8 Challenge is to participate, share,
learn and have fun! We’ll be watching social media and looking out
for those Sections who are demonstrating fun and creativity as they
take on each challenge! The more fun and creative, the better!
Make sure you use #SurviveWithLes and #ScoutsDoStuff so
we don’t miss your post. Weekly winners. Only 200 ghost crests
available!

